The fast-paced development of power systems necessitates smart grids to facilitate real-time control and monitoring with bidirectional communication and electricity flows. Future smart grids are expected to have reliable, efficient, secured, and cost-effective power management with the implementation of distributed architecture. To focus on these requirements, we provide a comprehensive survey on different cloud computing applications for the smart grid architecture, in three different areas-energy management, information management, and security. In these areas, the utility of cloud computing applications is discussed, while giving directions on future opportunities for the development of the smart grid.
Introduction
The electric power system landscape is changing. Renewables, enewable targets, inverter based generation, AMI systems, inverter based control devices for secondary systems, increased automation, and more is bringing an increase in complexity to system planning and operation. A smart grid consists of a power network with 'intelligent' entities that can operate, communicate, and interact autonomously, in order to efficiently deliver electricity to the customers. This heterogeneity in architecture of a smart grid motivates the use of advanced technology for overcoming various technical challenges at different levels. Any smart grid infrastructure should support real-time, two-way communication between utilities and consumers, and should allow software systems at both the producer and consumer ends to control and manage the power usage . To manage millions of smart meters in secure, reliable, and scalable ways, utilities must extend this communication network management system to a distributed data center. In this respect, cloud computing is envisaged to play key roles of motivation in the design of the future smart grid. Cloud computing is an emerging technology advocated for enabling reliable and on-demand access to different computing sources that can be quickly provisioned and released in a cost-effective way to the service providers.
Motivation
With the development of the state-of-the-art smart grid systems, it needs the support of bi-directional communication facility, and processing of the information in real-time as well. Additionally, energy demand from the users changes dynamically in different time-periods (such as on-peak, off-peak, and mid-peak), which in turn requires dynamic availability of the communication facility (such as band-width, processing units, and storage devices). Therefore, there is a need to integrate a common platform with the smart grid which is able to support the smart grid requirements as follows:
Energy Management. The existing power grids need optimal balancing of electricity demand and supply between the customers and the utility providers [1] . Smart grids are capable of addressing this requirement. Such features in a smart grid is realized by the integration of various energy management systems (EMS) such as home energy management (HEM), demand side management (DSM), and building energy management (BEMS) [2] , [3] . A smart grid allows various renewable energy sources (such as solar and wind) to have efficient management of supply and demand.
Need to Support Multiple Devices in a Common Platform. In a smart grid environment, multiple devices are implemented. These multiple devices are home appliances, smart meters, micro-grids, substations, sensor nodes, and communication-network devices [4] . A suitable protocol architecture needs to be implemented to support these multiple devices in order to have reliable, and efficient electric supply.
Information Management. Information management is an important aspect in the smart grid architecture [5] , [6] .In typical city environments, millions of smart meters are deployed in the distribution sites. These smart meters generate massive data for real-time communication with the utilities. A proper data management mechanism is necessary to be deployed for handling such massive data.
Layered Architecture. A smart grid is a combination of different layers-network, communication, electricity distribution, transmission, and generation [7] . The smart grid is expected to support the overlay communication network on the underlay electricity network.
Effective Authentication and Authorization Techniques. Effective authentication and authorization techniques are required for the preservation of users' privacy. Some security aspects in a smart grid are data outage, threat detection, and cyber-physical attacks [8] , [9] . A proper privacy policy needs to be implemented to motivate customers' participation [8] , [10] .
Overview of Smart Grid and Cloud Computing

Smart Grid
A smart grid can be conceptualized as an integration of electric power grid with the bidirectional communication net-work system [11] .A smart grid architecture spans primarily three different technical domains-generation system, transmission side, and distribution side [1] , [2] . The generation side consists of traditional power plant generation. The transmission side is responsible for delivering electricity to the distribution side (customers). An important characteristic of a smart grid is controlling electricity consumption at the customers' ends by establishing different optimization methods [13] , [14] . To achieve this goal, smart metering and micro-grid are the most important components that have been incorporated in the smart grid architecture.
Smart metering is one of the most emerging technologies used in smart grid to obtain information about customers' real-time energy consumption. It is also capable of controlling the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) systems [15] . AMI is supported with bidirectional communication mechanism to obtain real-time energy consumption at the customers' ends remotely. A smart meter is a device deployed at the distribution-end, and capable of recording the energy consumption by the customers. Customers and utilities are benefited with smart metering infra-structure. Fig. 1 illustrates a smart grid architecture with the generation, transmission, and distribution components. The traditional power plants, and renewable energy sources are treated as generation side of a smart grid. Electricity is transmitted to the distribution side from the generation side using transmission lines. Finally, the distribution side is responsible for distributing it to the end users. 
Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is an emerging computation model that provides on-demand facilities, and shared resources over the Internet. Cloud computing, based on large storage and computational devices, acts as a utility provider [16] [17] . Cloud computing provides three distinct types of services-Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [18] [19] . Infrastructure as a service. IaaS is the infrastructure service model that includes storage and virtual machines. Load bal-ancing in cloud computing is performed using IaaS. Users can install access to required software through virtual machines. These virtual devices provide on-demand facility the customers [20] , [21] , [22] . The IaaS service offers hard-ware platform to the users on-demand basis. Therefore, users can access the online hardware platform as on-demand basis to fulfill their requirements. Additionally, the IaaS service also supports vertualization of resources on which a guest user can run his/her own operating system. Platform as a service. PaaS is responsible for the development and delivery of programming models to IaaS. Users can access such programming models through cloud and execute their programs. PaaS is responsible for the run-time execution of users' given task. Therefore, the PaaS service completes the requirements of building and delivering of Web-applications without downloading and installing required software as well. 
Cloud Applications for Energy Management
Energy management is a major concern in smart grid environments. In the past several years, researchers addressed this issue by incorporating the implementation of different components such as Home Energy Management System (HEMS), building energy management system, dynamic pricing, and load shifting [23] . Therefore, the objective of the smart grid is to support cost-effective and reliable energy management in real-time. In this section, we provide a brief overview of the application of cloud computing for smart grid energy management. First, we address different problems using existing approaches for energy management without cloud applications in smart grid. Then, we discuss how these problems can be undertaken with the implementation of cloud computing. Finally, we conclude this section while proposing some future research directions on various aspects of cloud applications for smart grid.
Problems with Existing Approaches without Cloud
In smart grid, stand-by generators are used in order to support the heavy load in on-peak hours. These generators are typically based on fossil fuels, and, thus, they increase carbonization of the environment. Therefore, implementation of virtual energy sources are useful than the physical ones. This mechanism is known as Demand Response-a mechanism by which the customers can actively participate in balancing the supply and demand curves.
In Fig. 3a , a conceptual view of the conventional smart grid (without cloud) is shown, where customers are serviced by micro-grids. A micro-grid has some self-generation unit such as solar, and wind generation. All the different components (substations, micro-grids, and customers) can communicate with utility providers over the communication network. On the other hand, in Fig. 3b , the integration of cloud applications in the smart grid architecture is shown. The cloud applications can be served as virtual energy storage, and data storage devices. In such a scenario, smart grid components communicate with the cloud instead of doing so with one another directly, and taking necessary decisions for energy management. 
Cloud Applications for Communication and Information Management
As we have seen in the preceding sections, a smart grid consists of bidirectional electrical as well as communication flows, primarily enabled with the help of advanced sensor network technology. The smart meters are also deployed at the customers' end to communicate with the service provider in order to exchange real-time information. Due to this architecture, massive data are generated from both the utility and end-users sides. The management of vast amount of such data is challenging using the traditional data management approaches due to the different constraints (such as processing unit storage, and memory). Consequently, cloud computing applications are one of the best methods to control such vast data in order to have a reliable, robust, and efficient smart grid environment [24] .
This cloud data warehouse architecture provides different services for smart grid information management such as multi-dimensional data analysis, and data mining. In multi-dimensional data analysis, the users have different rules for energy consumption. However, it is required to build a software platform using cloud data-warehouse for proving services to the customers as a whole. The mechanisms of coordination between a smart grid and cloud data-warehouse need to be addressed in the future. Fig.4 depicts the schematic view of the cloud data ware-house for smart grid, where the warehouse acts as data storage for all the components such as smart meters, micro-grids, utilities, and substations. The broker domain acts as a programming module to support the optimization method as per the demand. However, in such a scenario, defining proper cloud-based data models for sup-porting the heterogeneous architecture is to be strengthened. With the implementation of cost-optimized information sharing, electric vehicles such as the plug-in electric vehicles (PHEV) can be benefited. PHEV owners can access the real-time price, the real-state of the smart grid, and can accordingly charge and discharge their vehicles. In such a method, the utility is also able to know where most of the PHEVs are situated, and how much energy is required. The overall cost-optimization method in terms of computation and storage is studied for the smart grid architecture.
Summary
In this paper, we provided an overview of existing works integrating cloud computing in the existing smart grid architecture, in order to have reliable, efficient and secure energy distribution. Different aspects of smart grid-energy management, information management, and security-are discussed. We identified some important technical issues and proposed several future research directions on cloud-based smart grid.
We discussed the implementation of cloud energy storage devices, and cloud data storage mechanisms for the smart grid architecture. Using cloud computing applications, energy management techniques in smart grid can be evaluated within the cloud, instead of between the end-user's devices. This architecture gives more memory and storage to evaluate computing mechanism for energy management, and cost-optimization. On the issue of communication and information management in smart grid, cloud computing is used in different scenarios. Cloud data-ward can be used to process massive data from millions of smart meters. Further, cloud computing even gives better security capability than the conventional, pure IP-based security mechanisms.
Thus, the integration of cloud computing in smart grid is envisioned to be useful for evolving the smart grid architecture further in terms of considerations such as monitoring cost, computing, data management, power management, and security.
